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INTRODUCTION
Let R denote a commutative Noetherian ring with a multiplicative unit.
w xThe Koszul complex over the graded polynomial algebra R e , . . . , e on a1 d
sequence of linear forms L , . . . , L has been extensively studied in1 n
commutative algebra. Historically, the focus has been on the connection
between the grade of the ideal generated by the maximal minors of the
coefficient matrix A associated to the system of linear equations, and the
cohomology of the Koszul complex. This yielded, for n G d, a finite free
n  .resolution of the symmetric power S C of C s Coker A for each n F
 w x.n y d cf. 2, 4, 10 .
w xThe case n F d has been investigated by L. Avramov. He proved in 1
that L , . . . , L determine a regular sequence if and only if the grades of1 n
the Fitting ideals of A satisfy certain inequalities. This result together with
an analysis of the generic case led W. Bruns and U. Vetter to conjecture
that for n G d, the inequalities on the grades of the Fitting ideals of A are
equivalent to the acyclicity of the graded summands of the Koszul complex
 w x.in degree G n y d q 1 cf. 2, p. 21 .
In this paper we show that for n G d, the acyclicity of the complex on
 . dy1projective d y 1 -space P over R, obtained by sheafifying the KoszulR
complex, is equivalent to inequalities on the grade of the Fitting ideals of
A. The last statement is shown to be equivalent to the acyclicity of the
graded summands of the Koszul complex in degree G n y d q 1. We thus
obtain a proof to the conjecture.
The graded summands of the Koszul complex in degree n G n y d q 1
n  .yield finite free resolutions of S C , whenever the inequalities on the
grades of the Fitting ideals of A are satisfied.
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A brief comment concerning terminology. All complexes in this paper
are of the form
F ' ??? ª F ª F ª F ª 0.y2 y1 0
i .F is acyclic means that the ith cohomology H F of F is 0 for i / 0.
1. THE SHEAFIFIED KOSZUL COMPLEX OF A
LINEAR MAP
In what follows, we use some basic algebraic geometry. Hartshorne's
w xbook 8 provides ample reference for this material. We tried to keep our
w xnotations consistent with those of 8 .
Henceforth R denotes a commutative Noetherian ring with a multiplica-
tive unit. Let f : F ª E be an R-linear map between free R-modules of
 .  .finite rank. Set n s rank F and d s rank E .
i  . i .Let S E s S E be the ith symmetric power of E over R. Denote byR
 . i  .S s Sym E s [ S E the symmetric algebra of E over R, with itsR RiG 0
1 .natural grading. We identify E with S E . For any integer n , and a
 .graded S-module M, set M n to be the graded S-module obtained by
shifting the grading on M n-places, so that the ith homogeneous compo-
 .  .nent of M n equals the i q n th homogeneous component of M. Let
i i  .H F s H F denote the ith exterior power of F over R. Each R-mod-R
i  .ule H F m S n inherits the structure of a right graded S-module fromR
 .S n . The linear map f yields a complex
n i
K f ' 0 ª F m S yn ª ??? ª F m S yi .  .  .H HR R
0diª ??? ª F m S ª 0H R
of graded S-modules with degree preserving S-linear differentials
i
ky1 Ãd f n ??? n f m 1 s y1 f n ??? n f n ??? n f m f f . .  .  .i 1 i 1 k i k
ks1
i  .We regard H F m S yi as sitting in complex degree yi. The isomor-R
phism
i i
F m S yi ( F m S y1 .  . .H HR RS
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 .identifies K f with the Koszul complex over S associated to the S-linear
map
F : F m S y1 ª S, .R
which is given by
F f m s s f f s .  .
for f g F and s g S.
 .Each choice of bases for F and E determines an identification of K f
w xwith the Koszul complex over R e , . . . , e on a sequence of linear forms1 d
L , . . . , L . The coefficients of L are just the entries in the jth column of1 n j
 .the d = n -matrix representing f with respect to the bases.
 .   ..  .Let P E s Proj Sym E denote the projective bundle over Spec RR R R
 .associated to E, and let O be the structure sheaf of P E . Set p equalR E
 .  .to the natural projection from P E to Spec R . Sheafifying the gradedR
 .  .Koszul complex K f yields a complex K f of locally free O-modules
 .which is concentrated in complex degrees between yn and 0. K f is
 .called the sheafified Koszul complex associated with f. Let O n denote
 .  .the line bundle on P E obtained by sheafifying S n . SetR
K f n s K f m O n .  .  .  .O
n i
' 0 ª F m O n y n ª ??? ª F m O n y i .  .H HO O
ª ??? ª O n ª 0, .
U Ä .where F s p F . Taking global sections one obtains the complexE
H 0 P E , K f n s Kn f , .  .  .  . .R
n  .  .where K f is the homogeneous component of degree n of K f .
Explicitly it is the complex
n i
n nyn nyiK f ' 0 ª F m S E ª ??? ª F m S E .  .  .H HR R
0di nª ??? ª F m S E ª 0 .H R
t .of R-modules, where S E s 0 for t - 0. Fitting these pieces together, we
obtain
K f s Kn f s Kn f .  .  .[ [
n nG0
as complexes of R-modules.
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2. HYPERCOHOMOLOGY
 .  .Let X, O be a scheme and set G X equal to the ring of globalX
sections of O . LetX
dp pq1L ' ??? ª L ª L ª ???
be a complex of O -modules. We denote the jth cohomology sheaf of LX
j . j .by H L . Set H X, ] to equal the jth cohomology functor on the
j .  .category of O -modules, and let H X, L denote the complex of G X -X
j .modules obtained by applying the functor H X, ] to L .
PROPOSITION r DEFINITION 2.1. For each complex L as abo¨e, there
 .exist two cohomological spectral sequences 9E s 9E , 9d and 0 E sr r
 .  .0 E , 0 d of bigraded G X -modules with the following properties.r r
 . p q q p. p q p q ..i 9E s H X, L and 0 E s H X, H L .1 2
 . q p. q pq1.ii The differential 9d : H X, L ª H X, L on 9E is the1 1
map induced by the differential d : L p ª L pq1 on L .
 . iii If the complex L is bounded below i.e., there exists an integer n0
p .such that L s 0 for all p F n or if X has finite cohomological dimension0
then both 9E and 0 E ha¨e the same abutment, called the hypercohomology of
L on X.
w x w xFor a proof of these statements see 6, pp. 176]177 or 7, Sect. 6.2 .
3. ACYCLICITY OF THE SHEAFIFIED KOSZUL
COMPLEX
 .  .  .Henceforth we assume rank F G rank E i.e., n G d . We want to
 .characterize the acyclicity of K f in terms of algebraic properties of f.
 .  .Let I A denote the ideal generated by the k-minors of an m = n -k
 .matrix A with entries in R. We set I A s R for all k F 0 and setk
 .  .I A s 0 for all k ) min m, n . These are just the reindexed Fitting idealsk
 w x.of A cf. 9, p. 145 . One has
0 : I A : ??? : I A s R . .  .minm , n. 0
 .The ideals I A depend only upon the linear map f represented by A.k
 .  .Hence we may set I f s I A without ambiguity.k k
DEFINITION 3.1. If I is a proper ideal in the Noetherian ring R then
 .the grade of I, denoted by grade I , is the length of a maximal R-regular
 .sequence in I. If I s R then grade I is defined to be `.
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c
q pw xLEMMA 3.2 1, Lemma 2 . Let R ª R ª N ª 0 be a free presentation
of the R-module N. The following conditions on a prime ideal P are equi¨ a-
lent.
 .  .i P > I c .k
 .  .   .ii m N ) p y k here m N denotes the minimal number ofP P
.generators of N at the prime P .
 . pykq1iii P g supp H N.R
  ..   pykq1 ..   ..In particular, rad I c s rad ann H N and grade I c sk R k
  pykq1 ..grade ann H N .R
LEMMA 3.3. Let f : F ª E and f9: F9 ª E9 be R-linear maps between
free R-modules. Suppose f9 is an isomorphism. Then
H* K m f [ f9 ( H* K m f . .  . .  .
We now state our main result.
f
THEOREM 3.4. Let F ª E be an R-linear map between free R-modules F
 .  .and E with n s rank F and d s rank E . Assume n G d G 1. The follow-
ing statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i The sheafified Koszul complex K f associated to f is acyclic.
 . n  .ii The complex K f is acyclic for each n G n y d q 1.
 .   ...iii grade I f G n y t q 1 for t s 1, . . . , d.t
 .  .Proof. i « ii . Suppose n G n y d q 1 and yn F i F 0. Set X s
 .  . .P E and L s K f n . From well-known results on the cohomology ofR
projective space one has that
i
jH X , F m O n y i s 0 .H O /
whenever j ) 0. Hence it follows that
0 if q / 0
p q p q9E s 9E s1 ` p n H K f if q s 0. . .
 .  . .Since K f is acyclic if and only if K f n is acyclic for each n , one also
obtains
0 if q s 0
p q p q0 E s 0 E s2 ` p 0 H X , H L if q / 0. . .
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Comparing the spectral sequences 9E and 9E with their common abutment
 . 0  . ..Proposition 2.1 shows that H X, K f n is acyclic. The identification
H 0 X , K f n ( Kn f .  .  . .
gives the desired result.
 .  .  . j  ..ii « i . Part ii implies that the jth cohomology H K f of
 .K f is concentrated in degrees F n y d q 1. Since sheafification is an
exact functor on the category of graded S-modules, it follows that the jth
 . j  ..cohomology sheaf of K f can be obtained by sheafifying H K f .
Moreover, since sheafifying a graded module which is concentrated in at
most finitely many degrees yields the zero sheaf, it follows that the jth
 .  .cohomology sheaf of K f is zero for j / 0. In other words K f is
acyclic.
 .  .ii « iii . Suppose n y d q 1 F n F n. In particular, we have that
n  . n  .K f is acyclic. Let d denote the first non-zero differential on K fn
counted from the ``left.'' This differential is
n ny1
0 1d : F m S E ª F m S E , .  .H Hn R R
and it follows that
n
UCoker d ( Coker f* , .  .Hn
where c * denotes the R-dual of an R-linear map c . Applying Lemma 3.2
with c s f* yields for k s n y n q 1
grade I f s grade I f* .  . .  .nynq1 nynq1
n
s grade ann Coker f*H / /R
s grade ann Coker dU . . .¨
Applying Lemma 3.2 once again with c s dU and k s p yieldsn
grade ann Coker dU s I n dU . .  . .n  . nn
 w x.  .nThe Buchsbaum]Eisenbud criterion cf. 3 gives grade I d G n . . nn
  ..Therefore grade I f G n for n y d q 1 F n F n. Setting n s n ynynq1
  ..t q 1 we obtain grade I f G n y t q 1 for 1 F t F d.t
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 .  . n  .iii « ii . For any prime ideal P in R we let K f denote theP
n  .complex K f m R . We begin by proving that the following statementR P
is true for each non-negative integer N.
  ..If grade I f G n y d q t q 1 for each t s 0, . . . , N, then the complexdy t
m .  .K f is acyclic for each n G n y d q 1, whenever grade P F n y d qP
 .N . . . S .N
We proceed by induction on N.
  ..Base case. Suppose N s 0. In this case grade I f G n y d q 1. Ifd
 .  .grade P F n y d then P does not contain I f . Hence, some maximald
minor of f is not in P. This implies that the localisation f of f at P isP
n  . n  .surjective. Hence the complex K f s K f is exact for each n GP P
 w x.n y d q 1 cf. 2, Proposition 2.18 .
General case. By induction we assume that for some N ) 0, S isNy1
true over any Noetherian ring R, and for any R-linear map f as above.
  ..Fix an R-linear map f as above and suppose that grade I f G n ydy t
d q t q 1 for each t s 0, . . . , N. The inductive hypothesis asserts that
n  .  .K f is acyclic for each n G n y d q 1, whenever grade P F n y d qP
N y 1. So henceforth we need only concern ourselves with the case
 .grade P s n y d q N. Moreover, since S is true for all N G 0 as soonN
as it is true for some N G d, we may assume without loss of generality that
 .   ..N F d y 1. Since grade P - grade I f , it follows that P does notdyN
 .  .contain I f . Hence, some d y N -minor of f is not in P. Conse-dyN
quently, after a suitable coordinate change, the matrix of f has the formP
I 0
X0 f /P
 . X  where I is the d y N -identity matrix, and f is some N = n y d qP
..N -submatrix. Since,
I fX s I f s I f R .  .  .s P sqdyN P sqdyN P
for all s s 1, . . . , N, it follows that
grade I fX s grade I f R G n y d q t q 1 .  . .  .Ny t P dyt P
s n y d q N y N q t q 1 .
for all t s 0, . . . , N y 1. Thus fX satisfies the hypothesis of statementP
S . Consequently, the inductive hypothesis applied to fX implies thatNy1 P
n  X .  .  .K f is acyclic for each n G n y d q N y N q 1 s n y d q 1P Q
whenever a prime ideal Q in R satisfiesP
grade Q F n y d q N y N q N y 1 s n y d q N y 1 . .  .  .  .
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n  X .However, since the length of the complex K f is at most n y d q N, itP
n  X .  w x.follows that K f is acyclic cf. 5, Corollary 4.2 . Lemma 3.3 impliesP
n  .  n  . .that K f s K f is acyclic. This proves that S is true for all N.P P N
 .Statement iii clearly implies the hypothesis of S . Consequently,dy1
n  .  .K f is acyclic for all n G n y d q 1 whenever grade P F n y 1. ButP
n  .this implies that K f is acyclic. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.5. If any of the equi¨ alent conditions of Theorem 3.4 is
n  .satisfied then the complex K f is a finite free resolution of the n th
n  .symmetric power S C of C s Coker f, for n G n y d q 1.
  ..Remark. If n F n y d and grade I f G n y d q 1 then the complexd
 n  . . nydyn  .Hom K f , R and K f can be spliced to give finite free resolu-R
n  .  w x.tions of S C cf. 2, Theorem 2.16 .
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